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Maple Leaf Cement…it isn’t a dark horse   

We have revisited MLCF model wherein we estimate company to operate 

around 75%-77% capacity utilization & given our thrust of retention price, we 

estimate MLCF to notch FY17 EPS range of Rs 10.5/sh – Rs 11.2/sh.  

PE range…This delineates FY17 PE range of 10x -10.4x. MLCF has a 

historical payout ratio of around 43% (wherein it has already paid interim 

dividend of Rs2/sh) and we expect another cash dividend announcement 

despite the fact that the company has announced it’s another 7000tons per day 

expansion (as per company books). MLCF may be delineating lower PE as 

against FY17 PE of DGKC as per our estimation. 

Expansion galore….MLCF informed to establish letter of credit in favor of 

FLSmidth A/S, Denmark for supply and setting up of production line. As per 

books, it is targeted to begin commercial operations within 26 months after the 

signing of contract. MLCF is already operating with capacity of 3.4mn tons. We 

expect DGKC production capacity increase at Hub may come earlier. Also Fauji 

Cement line 2 re-initiation may come during FY18 (as per their books & 

optimistic reviews). However, we assign emphasis on MLCF given its dam 

quality product versus FCCL road quality stuff.  

PSDP factor….Finance minister have announced Rs1 trillion PSDP in recent 

finance bill for FY18 wherein substantial amount has been earmarked for Dasu 

& Diamer Bhasha where we expect DKGC & MLCF could be candidates given 

dam quality cement demand. As per industry channel checks, total industry 

cement consumption could be around 1mn ton each at least for both these two 

projects and we expect cement industry as whole to seek benefit in one way or 

the other. 

MLCF is also part of small cap MSCI list.  

FY17 operations remained sanguine……During 9MFY17, MLCF produced 

2.54mn tons vs 2.42mn tons wherein there is decrease in export volumes. 

MLCF reported 9MFY17 EPS of Rs 7.68/sh as against Rs6.64/sh reported in the 

same period last year. This is despite the fact that coal prices touched a high of 

$107/ton during Nov 2016. However, it receded to $86/ton as per index mundi. 

MLCF operating profits also increased given increase in margins over retention 

price. Also we saw MLCF took advantage of lower interest rate cycle.  

We expect MLCF EPS may increase going forward in FY18 as per our model 

(without expansion impact  EPS estimation could be Rs 12/sh – Rs13/sh given 

our thrust of firmed up bag rates, industry demand especially in Punjab & KPK 

province & ongoing hydro projects etc.  
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‘Research Analyst’ Certification: ‘Research Analyst’ involves in this ‘Research Report’ certifies that: 

- ‘Research Analyst’ or any of his close relatives do not have a financial interest in the securities 

of the ‘Subject Company’ aggregating more than 1% of the value of the ‘Subject Company’ 

 

-Research Analyst or his close relative has neither served as a director/officer in the past 3 years 

nor received any compensation from the Subject Company in the previous 12 months 

 

- His compensation will not be related to the recommendations or views given in Research 

Report 

 

Distribution of ‘Research Report’ 

Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. will distribute Research Report to clients in a timely manner 

through electronic distribution vide email or through physical distribution such as courier 

express. Standard Capital will make all efforts; even so it is possible that not all clients may 

receive Research Report at the same time given technical glitches or breakdown/slowdown of 

internet during the process of sending emails.  

 

‘Research Entity’ Disclosures 

-Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. or any of its officers and directors does not have a 

significant financial interest (above 1% of the value of the securities) of the subject company.  

-Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. employee including directors, officers or associates has not 

served the subject company in preceding 36 months. 

-Subject Company is not been a client for Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. during the 

publication of Research Report  

-Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. has not managed public offering, take over or buyback of 

securities for the Subject Company in the past 12 months neither receives any compensation 

from the subject company for corporate advisory or underwriting services in the past 12 months. 

-Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. hasn’t  recently underwritten/or not in the process of 

underwriting the securities of an issuer mentioned herein. Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. 

hasn’t  have provided/providing advisory services to the issuer mentioned herein.  

 

Risk disclosures impeding target price 

The Subject Company is exposed to market risks, such as changes in interest rates, exchange 

rates, changes in raw material prices. Subject company can also exposed to risk such as 

derivative transaction or certain regulatory changes from government authorities.  

 

Rating System 

- Standard Capital Securities (Pvt.) Ltd. standardized recommendation structure i.e. positive, Hold 

and negative, based on rating system i.e.  

 

         -  (Target Price, if any/Current Price - 1) > 10% Positive  

         -  (Target Price, if any/Current Price - 1) < -10% Negative  

         -  less than 10% (Target Price, if any/Current Price -1) Hold 

- The time duration is the financial reporting period of Subject Company. 

 

Valuation method 

Following research techniques adopted to calculate target price/recommendation 

- Price to earnings & Price to Book, EV-EBITDA multiple 

- Discounted Cash flows or Dividend Discount Model or Enterprise Value 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


